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There is a dynamic relationship between human civilization and objective reality.
To ensure the continued existence of an advanced civilization, those in positions of
governing authority must manage the scientific and engineering intellectual capacity,
economic, and social resources in a manner that ensures the dynamic relationship with
objective reality does not become lethal.
This is not a new idea. This is not a liberal idea. The earliest know written
manual for professional government management is the Arthashastra, circa 250 BC.
Book I, Chapter 19, “The Duties of a King” contains detailed instructions on how the
King should spend his time every hour of the day and night. It contains these
instructions on the relationship between scientific knowledge and the daily duties of the
King, “having been awakened by the sound of trumpets during the sixth part [of the
night (morning)], he shall recall to his mind the injunctions of sciences as well as the
day's duties.”
Kings and government managers two hundred fifty years before the birth of
Christ understood that a ruler had to consider what was known about objective reality in
the daily processes of governing. In 2005 the United States of America has a Yale
educated President who does not understand that government cannot be operated in
total disregard of objective reality.
This Yale educated President has failed to grasp one vital lesson from the
history classes he attended. The substantial number of ruins from prior civilizations
distributed around the world testify to the consequences of governing authorities failing
to maintain a nonlethal relationship with objective reality.
Playing political games with the truth derived from analyzing objective reality can
get a ruler and the civilization he rules destroyed. To confirm this is true, ask any of the
dead bodies floating in the ruins of New Orleans to tell you about their experience.
They are all experts on the consequences of hurricane related urban flooding now,
thanks to the Bush Administration’s Neoconservative designed New Orleans Street
School of Urban Flooding Studies. (This and similar Neoconservative direct experience
job programs currently in development will greatly benefit graduates because they can
achieve full retirement after only one day of work, just like the New Orleans dead
alumni. In the Neoconservative world view, society wins, too, because no one has to
pay the dead for on-the-job-training or work before they enter forced early retirement
with insufficient time to earn retirement benefits. It is a perfect Neoconservative world.)

The entire World, and Western Civilization in particular, must set aside current
foreign and domestic distractions and focus on this one fact, the disaster in New
Orleans is the product of something much more significant than a failure in the
processes of United States government. We are all faced with the failure of a
fundamental process of civilization brought about by the assembly of sociopaths
referred to as Neoconservatives. These dangerous men and women are collectively
afflicted with the sociopath’s delusions that neither the limits imposed by objective
reality nor the adverse lessons of history apply to them.
Events in New Orleans should be a clear warning to every human being on the
face of the Earth that the governing authorities in the United States have failed in their
primary duty to manage scientific and engineering intellectual capacity, economic, and
social resources to prevent the dynamic relationship with objective reality from
becoming lethal. President George W. Bush and his Neoconservative Administration
neither give any consideration to the state of scientific knowledge nor give any
consideration to the limits on the sustainability of Western Civilization imposed by
objective reality. President Bush and members of his Administration believe they can
use their positions of authority to create any reality they desire without adverse
consequences.
Author Ron Suskind reported the following conversation with a Bush
Administration Official:
"In the summer of 2002, after I had written an article in Esquire that the
White House didn't like about Bush's former communications director,
Karen Hughes, I had a meeting with a senior adviser to Bush. He
expressed the White House's displeasure, and then he told me something
that at the time I didn't fully comprehend – but which I now believe gets to
the very heart of the Bush presidency.
"The aide said that guys like me were 'in what we call the reality-based
community,' which he defined as people who 'believe that solutions
emerge from your judicious study of discernible reality.' I nodded and
murmured something about enlightenment principles and empiricism. He
cut me off. 'That's not the way the world really works anymore,' he
continued. 'We're an empire now, and when we act, we create our own
reality. And while you're studying that reality – judiciously, as you will –
we'll act again, creating other new realities, which you can study too, and
that's how things will sort out. We're history's actors . . . and you, all of
you, will be left to just study what we do.'"
The manifest gross negligence and gross incompetence vividly reported by the
news media are collateral consequences of the actual cause of the destruction of New
Orleans. Neither President Bush, Vice President Cheney, Karl Rove, nor any other
member of the Bush Administration believes that objective science and objective reality
actually exist.
The reason the Bush Administration was shocked to a man at the destruction in

New Orleans is that it was literally inconceivable to all of them that any event, natural or
man-made, could inconvenience their plans, which ultimately include the hope of
manipulating Christ to return as a Neoconservative figurehead to establish as reality
the thousand-year reign before Bush leaves office.
None of the sequence of “true” realities they believe they have created contain
any inconveniences to their plans. Despite appearing in more than one projection of
severe hurricane damage, no one in the entire Bush Neoconservative cadre had any
comprehension they would be polling the Republican canoe of state forward through
the flooded streets of New Orleans pushing aside bloated bodies rotting in raw sewage.
What an image of President Bush to compare with Leutze’s painting of George
Washington crossing the Delaware.
Citizens and leaders of other nations of the World had better grasp one thing
from what they have seen in New Orleans. President George W. Bush and every
member of his administration from the White House to the Pentagon to the Middle East
are operating outside the boundaries necessary to sustain Western Civilization.
President George W. Bush may very well be the most dangerous man that has ever
governed, not because he is truly the most incompetent President to occupy the Oval
Office, but because he is a leader who does not recognize the existence of either
objective reality or objective science.
The destruction of New Orleans is merely the beginning. Just as with the ignored
ecological and engineering reports predicting the destruction of New Orleans by a
severe hurricane and the ignored requests for funding of disaster prevention
engineering projects, there are other science-based warnings of foreseeable disasters.
To point out just one profound example, ground water depletion for farm irrigation will
result in the inability to grow crops in areas such as eastern Arkansas where rice is
currently the major cash crop. As with New Orleans, the warnings are being ignored.
If all the equally sound scientific and engineering studies were counted that
identify life threatening and civilization threatening addressable problems from the
county and municipal level to the national level, they would probably run into the
hundreds, if not thousands.
No one is constructing the solution to any of these identified problems. As
demonstrated in New Orleans, all these known problems are being ignored to our
ultimate destruction because the resources to solve the problems are being diverted
into Republican political party organized crime enterprises.
George W. Bush is President of a nation which has lost an entire city because a
sufficient number of United States citizens, myself included, were so foolish that we
elected a sociopathic demon to occupy the White House. Finding it empty, President
Bush brought in a legion of fellow Neoconservative sociopathic demons to run amok
committing every evil deed they could conceive.
It should be noted, but is irrelevant to what must be done, that President Bush
and the Republican Party did not create their political organized crime bureaucracy out
of thin air. It is the end result of evolving social and political processes which stretch all
the way back to the founding of both the Democratic and Republican Parties.
Neoconservative sociopaths may have driven the United States so far past the
tipping point into unsustainable civilization that we may not be able to return to a

sustainable existence. To have any chance of doing so, we must set as national policy
a commitment to finding the truth for use in decision making and never again allow any
party or politician to alter or conceal objective reality-based truth to placate political
ideology or the twisted whims of sociopaths.
It is easy to ignore the destructive consequences of either Democratic or
Republican Party organized crime enterprises when one occasionally or consistently
benefits from them. So many economic and social resources have been diverted to
party-sponsored crime enterprises for so long that our lives are at stake. We must end
it all now. We must end the denial and ignoring of scientific and engineering reality for
the convenience of party organized crime. We must end the diversion of economic and
social resources to party sponsored organized crime.
It is not from bias that I point to the Republican Party as the first political
organized crime bureaucracy that must be arrested and removed from any further
access to government resources and authority. By a fluke of history, Republicans were
the Party caught at the New Orleans murder scene with a bloody knife in their hand.
No one forced members of the Republican Party to place a criminal mastermind
in the White House as a primary aide to the president. No one forced that criminal
mastermind to organize a criminal bureaucracy inside government agencies and
programs to divert national resources to Neoconservative projects and already wealthy
cronies. They all participated of their own free will and must now be held accountable
for murder, manslaughter and wanton destruction of property for two important
reasons. They must be made a negative example for anyone in the future who would
contemplate doing the same. More importantly, their removal and prosecution are
important civilization rights-of-passage that must take place for us to collectively mark
the end of any cultural tolerance of political party sponsored and managed organized
crime.
Every national leader and citizen on earth must understand that until President
George W. Bush leaves the White House at the end of his term he will have the
capacity and incapacity to take Western Civilization down with him. Prudent national
leaders and citizens must prepare military and intelligence contingencies to deal with
President George W. Bush and his fellow Neoconservative sociopaths as you dealt
with the last band of sociopaths who committed crimes against world civilization. The
sociopaths currently controlling America plan to attack Iran, and possibly Syria, with
nuclear weapons because it is the only comprehensive offensive military capability they
have left as an option. Even after New Orleans, these sociopaths still believe that no
adverse consequences from such an act of barbarism can touch them.
If the citizens and government officials of the United States are unwilling or
unable to control the incapacity of President Bush and his Neoconservative cadre, it
will fall upon you to deal with them.
Neoconservativism, like its arrogant cousins National Socialism and
Communism, is now a philosophy of government that is a proven failure. Minimalism
may produce interesting art, but, used as dogma in government decision making with
total disregard for objective reality, it is a proven failure in New Orleans flood protection
and a war of conquest in Iraq. Spending one hundred billion dollars for disaster
operations caused by saving one hundred million dollars in Corps of Engineer

operations costs is proof of failure beyond any reasonable doubt. Spending $1,000 in
disaster relief to save $1 in disaster prevention is a textbook example of false economy.
The World cannot afford to wait for a third confirming historical event.
Neoconservativism is like the train in Steven Spielberg’s “War of the Worlds,” still
rolling down the tracks but a flaming ruin from engine to caboose. Republicans blinded
by party loyalty are still purchasing tickets to board the burning rolling train wreck of
Neoconservativism.
As did the citizens of Germany who placed Hitler in power, we Americans will
have to live out the consequences of our collective stupidity in putting President
George W. Bush and his fellow Neoconservatives sociopaths into power.
You do not.
If you act prudently and act collectively you can limit the damages you sustain.
Do whatever you must to insulate and protect yourselves from these Neoconservative
sociopaths until they are displaced from power in the United States.
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